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In [l], Mount and Villamayor define the module of n-order differentials 
of a coefficient ring R over a subring K. This module is denoted Dn(R/K) 
and is useful in classifying singularities of morphisms of algebraic varieties. 
D’(R/K) is the universal object for K-derivations of R. Mount and Villamayor 
define a generalization of K-derivation called an n-truncated general K-Taylor 
series and prove that Dn(R/K) is the universal object for n-truncated general 
K-Taylor series. 
In this paper we assume that R is a reduced noetherian local ring, M is the 
maximal ideal of R, and K is a subfield of R which is isomorphic to R/M. We 
consider n-truncated general K-Taylor series which are continuous maps in the 
M-adic topology. We obtain the universal object for these maps and denote 
it by L%(R/K). The case n = 1 was studied in [2] and [3]. The main result of 
this paper is to prove that, for any n, *(R/K) is a finitely generated free 
R-module if and only if R is a regular local ring. 
1. Throughout this paper R will denote a noetherian local ring and 
M will denote its maximal ideal. We shall always assume that R contains a 
field K which is isomorphic to R/M. 
Denote by 6 the R-algebra homomorphism R OK R + R which is defined 
by S(x By) = x . y and define the ideal IK(R) by the exact sequence 
(1) O-+IK(R)-+R&R~R-+O. 
Define a map R,,,: R +&JR) by T&x) = 1 @x - x @ 1. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If E is an R-algebra, then a map T: R + E is called a 
general K-Taylor series if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(9 7 is K-linear; 
(ii) T(U) = 0 for all a E K; 
(iii) if x, y E R, then r(x * y) = XT(Y) + p(x) + T(X) . r(y). 
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LEMMA 1.2. (i) The map TR,K is a general K-Taylor series. 
(ii) I,(R) is generated as an R-module by { 1 @ x - x @ 1: x E R}. 
(iii) If E is any R-algebra and r: R + E is any general K-Taylor series, then 
there is a unique R-algebra map T*: I,(R) -+ E such that 7 = T* 0 TRIK . 
Proof [l]. 
If E is an R-algebra, then we say that E is n-truncated if, for every 
sequence a0 ,..., a, of n + 1 elements of E, the product a, ... a, = 0. 
A general K-Taylor series T: R + E is said to be n-truncated if E is 
n-truncated. A l-truncated general K-Taylor series is called a derivation. 
Let 1::; denote the n + l-power of the ideal I,(R) and let Dn(R/K) denote 
the R-algebra IK(R)/I+‘(R). The map R + D(R/K) which is obtained by 
composing TRIK with the canonical homomorphism I,(R) + D*(R/K) will 
be denoted by Tj&. It is easy to verify that TIIK is an n-truncated general 
K-Taylor series. 
An R-module E is said to be separated if nT=, MrE = 0. If E is separated, 
then E is a metric space with respect to the M-adic topology on E. In this 
case we shall denote the completion of E as a metric space by E*. Recall 
that any finitely generated R-module is separated. We shall need the fact that, 
if E is a separated R-module andf: F -+ E is a continuous R-module homo- 
morphism, then f induces a homomorphism fi F/nrzl MrF -+ E. 
LEMMA 1.3. If E is a separated n-truncated R-algebra and r: R + E is 
a general K-Taylor series, then r is a continuous map. 
Proof. First note that 7 maps Mnfl into M * E since, if m, ,..., m, E M, 
then 
7(m0 .** m,) = i m, *** mi-lmi+l . . . m,s(mi) 
i=O 
+ i m, *of miwlmi,, .*a mj ... m,r(mJ 7(m3) + **a 
i,3=0 . 
+ :(zo, *** 7(m,) 
and $m,) ... T(m,) = 0 because 7 is n-truncated. It can be similarly proved 
that 7 maps Mn+~+l into MPE. It follows from these remarks that 7 is 
continuous. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The algebra of n-order M-adic differentials of R 
over K, denoted I%(R/K), is defined by 
@(R/K) = D”(R/K)/; MP . D”(RIK). 
9.4 
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We shall denote by pllK the general K-Taylor series R + l%(R/K) 
which is obtained by composing TlnlK with the canonical homomorphism. 
It follows from the above remarks that, if E is a separated n-truncated 
R-algebra and T: R + E is a general K-Taylor series, then there exists a 
unique R-algebra homomorphism T*: Dn(R/K) -+ E such that T = T* 0 p&c. 
LEMMA 1.5. If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R which contains 1 
but not 0, then B~(R,/K) E R, OR ~%(R/K). 
Proof. We first remark that Theorem 3.4 in [I] demonstrates that 
D”(R,/K) g Rs OR Dn(R/K). If Me denotes the maximal ideal of R, , 
then Me(Rs OR Dn(R/K)) = R, @JR M . D”(R/K) and therefore, if r > 0, 
then Rs OR MrDn(R/K) = (Me)7 (R, OR Dn(R/K)). It follows that 
Denote by I/I the homomorphism from R, OR Dn(R/K) to L%(Rs/K) obtained 
by composing the isomorphism R, OR D”(R/K) = Dn(Rs/K) with the 
canonical homomorphism. zj induces an isomorphism 
However, 
= Rs @R D”(R/K)/Rs @R ij M7Dn(R/K) 
l+l 
gg Rs @R D”(R,lK)/fi MrD”(R/K) = Rs @R @(R/K). 
7=1 
This completes the proof. 
Let S denote a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal N such that 
S contains K and K z SIN. Let u: S ---f R denote a local homomorphism 
which maps K onto K. v is a continuous map from the N-adic topology 
on S to the M-adic topology on R. It follows from this that, if E is a separated 
n-truncated R-algebra and T: R -+ E is a general K-Taylor series, then 
T 0 a: S -+ E is a general K-Taylor series. In particular pilK o a: S -+ Dn(R/K) 
is a general K-Taylor series. Therefore p&-o u induces an S-algebra 
homomorphism ‘p: Dn(S/K) -+ l%(R/K). p induces an R-algebra homo- 
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morphism p: R OS &(S/K) + &(R/K). Because R & @(S/K) is not 
a priori separated, we pass to a homomorphism 
g&W?: R @s d%(S/K)/fi MT(R 0s &9/K)) + D(RIK). 
r=1 
Denote by figis,, the kernel of $$iS,R . We now have an exact sequence. 
(2) 0 -+ fi;;w? --f R OS d.(S!K)/; Mr(R OS @(S/K)) & P(RIK) 
r=1 
DEFINITION 1.6. If 7: S -+ E is a general K-Taylor series, then an 
extension of 7 to R is a general K-Taylor series T’: R -+ E such that 
T = 7’ 0 cr. 
THEOREM 1.7. If every general K-Taylor series from S to any separated 
n-truncated R-algebra E extends to a general K-Taylor series from R to E, then 
c$~.,~ is injective and R OS l%(S/K)/n,“,l Mr(R as l%(S/K)) is an 
R-module direct summand of l%(RlK). 
Proof. Our hypothesis implies that the general K-Taylor 
1 @ p&: S -+ R OS Dn(S/K)li) M’(R OS @(S/K)), 
r=l 
which is defined by (1 @ ?&&(s) = 1 OS F&K(~) for s E S, extends to a 
general K-Taylor series 
(1 @ ?&)I: R + R OS l%(S/K)/fi M+(R as &(S/K)). 
T=l 
(1 @ 2?&)’ induces an R-algebra homomorphism 
a: D(RIK) + R ms B(s/K)//~ M~(R os D(S/K)) 
r=1 
such that (1 @ $,,)’ = 010 F&. A typical element of R OS @(S/K) has 
the form xi ri @ ~&&vi). The coset of this element in 
R OS dn(S/K)/; M’(R OS I%(S/K)), 
I==1 
is denoted by 
C ri 0 Q,,(xi). 
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This proves that 010 $g,,,, is the identity map and therefore that I?&S,R = 0. 
D*(R/K) is, then the direct sum of the image of $;t;S,R and the kernel of 01. 
LEMMA 1.8. If fi”(R/K) is a Jinitely generated R-module, then 
@(R*/K) E R* @R D(RIK). 
Proof. Because @(R/K) is a finitely generated R-module, R* OR Dn(R/K) 
is a finitely generated R*-module and is therefore separated. Clearly, any 
general K-Taylor series from R to a separated R*-module E extends to a 
general K-Taylor series from R* to E and therefore #&R* is injective. 
It remains to prove that $g;R,RI is surjective. Let a* E R* denote a fixed 
element and let {a,: i = 1,2,...} be a Cauchy sequence of elements of R 
which converges to a*. Because p&,, is a continuous map, 
lim 5?$iKai = !.&lKa*. i 
However T” R,K is also a continuous map and R* OR l%(R/K) is the comple- 
tion of D(R/K) SO {I @ F RI&: i = 1,2,...} converges, say to 01*. Since 
$g;R,R* is a continuous map, 
Since @(R/K) is generated as an R*-module by the image of ?&,K, this 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.9. If R is a complete local ring, then l%(R/K) is a $nitely 
generated R-module. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.9 in [l] and Lemma 3 in [3]. 
LEMMA 1.10. If u: S + R is a surjective local homomorphism which 
maps K onto K and if L%(S/K) is a $nitely generated S-module, then 
&&: R OS l%(S/K) -+ B”(R/K) is surjective. 
Proof. Because i%(S/K) is a finitely generated S-module, R OS i%(S/K) 
is a finitely generated R-module and therefore is separated. The fact that 
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u is surjective implies that the homomorphism IK(S) -+ I,(R) sending 
1 @ x - x @ 1 to 1 @ a(x) - u(x) @ 1 is surjective. This together with 
the fact that a is a local homomorphism mapping K onto K implies that 
I$~& is surjective. 
THEOREM 1.11. If R is a complete noetherian local ring, then there exists 
a complete noetherian regular local ring S such that the following sequence 
is exact: 
Proof. This assertion follows from Lemma 1.9, Lemma 1.10, and Cohn’s 
structure theorem for complete local rings. 
Let Y1 ,..., Y,. denote indeterminants and let R[Y, ,..., Yr]+ denote the 
ideal in R[Y, ,..., Y,.] which is generated by the set {Yi ,..., Y,.}. Theorem 4.3 
in [I] states that, if R is a local ring of the type R = K[X, ,..., X,.], where 
p is a maximal ideal, then 
WW = W&d1 ,..., ~R~,R+~~+IW’~,K+~ >---  ~R: -%l+)n+l> 
and thus is a finitely generated free R-module. It follows that D”(R/K) = 
D(R/K). 
THEOREM 1.12. If R = K[[X, ,..., X,]] is a complete regular local ring, 
then 
@(R/K) = R[f’:,&l ,..., %&l+l(W&X~ ,..., %~&l+)“+~. 
Proof. If R, = K[X, ,..., Xr]tx, ,..., Q , then R = R,*. The assertion now 
follows from Lemma 1.8 and the above remarks. 
COROLLARY 1.13. If R is a regular local ring such that I%(R/K) is a 
Jinitely generated R-module, then &(R/K) is a free R-module. 
Proof. Recall that R is a regular if and only if R* is regular. Recall 
also that, if R is a local ring and E is a finitely generated R-module such 
that E* is a free R*-module, then E is a free R-module. The assertion 
follows from these facts, from Lemma 1.8, and from Theorem 1.12. 
2. From now on we will assume that R contains no nilpotent elements. 
Assume also that the form ring of R contains no nilpotent elements. 
LEMMA 2.1. If Bl(R/K) is a Jinitely generated free R-module, then R is a 
regular local ring. 
Proof. [2] or [3]. 
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LEMMA 2.2 (Platzek). Suppose that the set {m, ,..., m,} is a minimal system 
of generators for the ideal M in R. If I%(R/K) is a finitely generated free 
R-module, then the set {?$rm, ,..., p‘” .,,m,) is linearly independent over R 
and generates an R-module direct summand of I%(RIK). 
Proof. Suppose that {ys ,..., yt} is an R-module basis of L%(R/K). We 
shall prove that, for some reordering of this basis, (p&m, ,..., ?“lnlKmr, 
Yr+1 9.-*> yt) is an R-module basis of @(R/K). 
Write F&m1 = x,4,, axjyj , where azj E R. We first prove that, for 
some j, a, $ M. By Lemma 3.9 in [l] and Nakayama’s Lemma, the set 
0 63 f&Km, ,***> 1 @ ~&n,.} is a K-vector space basis of R/M OR fil(R/K). 
It follows that, if alj E M for all j, then $?llK% E MD*(R/K) and therefore 
that ?&,rn, E M&R/K). However, K OR M . fi’(R/K) = 0. This con- 
tradicts the linear independence over K of (1 @ pi,,rn, ,..., 1 @ p&Km7). 
Assume that al, $ M. We can write 
1 
YI = -g %m + i - a13yj . 
[ i=Z -1 
This proves that the set {p;;/Kq, ys ,..., yt} spans Dn(R/K) as an R-module. 
Suppose that there is a relation of the form b,p&Kml + xi=, bj yi = 0 where 
b r ,..., bt E R. Write this relation as 0 = b,a,, y1 + &, (bi - blati) yj . 
Because the set {yr ,..., yJ is linearly independent, b,all = b, - b,a,, = 
. . . = b, - bla,, = 0. Because al, is invertible, this implies that b, = 0, and 
therefore that bj = 0 for all j. This proves that {~$Kml , ya ,..., yt} is an 
R-module basis of @(R/K). 
To finish the proof, we proceed by induction. Assume that (F&m, ,..., 
rf,nlKmi ,~i+~ ,-.., rt> is a basis of l%(R/K). We have a relation 
rf” RIKmi+l = i ai+l,3%Kmj -k jil ai+l.jYi 9 
where ai+l.l 9.-s at+l,t E R. We claim that, for some j 3 i + 1, a,+l,j 6 M. If 
this were not the case, and if z denotes the image of &+, ai+l,dyj in 
Bl(R/K), then z E MDl(R/K). This implies that we would have a relation 
in K @ @(R/K), 1 @ &,mi+l = & &+l,r @ ~&rm* , where aii+l,j is the 
image of a,+l,3 
t1 @ piIKml ,..., 
in RIM. This contradicts the linear independence of 
1 @ T&,m7> in K @R bl(R/K). 
Assume that ai+l,i+l 4 M. We may write 
Yi+1 = - $$ ai+l.3%Km3 - it+2 ai+L3y3] * 
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This proves that the set {T&rm, ,..., T&Kmi+l , yr+z ,..., yt} spans B(R/K) 
as an R-module. 
Suppose there were elements 4 ,..., b, such that 
if1 
C bji$Kmj + i bjyj = 0. 
j=l j=i+2 
The fact that u~+~,~+~ is invertible implies that bi+l = 0 and this plus the 
induction hypothesis imply that bj = 0 for all j. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.3. Iff or any positive integer n, Dn(R/K) is a Jinitely generated 
free R-module, then R is a regular local ring. 
Proof. Lemma 1.8 implies that it is sufficient to consider the case in 
which R is complete and Lemma 2.1 states that it is sufficient to prove 
that Dl(R/K) is a finitely generated free R-module. 
Denote by x, ,..., x, a minimal system of generators for M. If S = 
KNX, ,..., &II is the formal power series ring, then there is a surjective 
local homomorphism u: S --+ R which maps K to K and sends Xi to xi. 
l%(S/K) is the free S-module with basis {F&X,,..., p&,Xr}. Therefore 
R OS &S/K) is the free R-module with basis (1 @ T&,X, ,..., 1 @ p&,Xr}. 
To prove that l?l(R/K) is a free R-module it is sufficient to prove that 
$kgs,, is an isomorphism. To prove this, it is sufficient by Theorem 1.7 
and Lemma 1.10 to prove that every K-derivation from S to any separated 
R-module E extends to a derivation from R to E. 
Let f: l%(S/K) -+ &S/K) denote the canonical homomorphism. Let 
U denote the direct summand of L%(S/K) generated by the set {F&,X, ,..., 
p,,Xr> and write l%(S/K) = U @ I’. Note that f maps U isomorphically 
to l%(S/K) and maps V to 0. By Lemma 1.10 and Theorem 1.12 we know 
that i%(R/K) is g enerated as an R-module by monomials in the set 
G&Xl ,-.*, fgIKxT}. However, we do not know that this collection of 
monomials is a basis of @(R/K). L emma 2.2 states that the monomials 
of degree 1 are linearly independent over R and generate an R-module 
direct summand of l%(R/K), w rc we shall denote by F. It is easy to see h’ h 
that $‘&R maps R as U isomorphically onto F. Denote the inverse of 
this isomorphism by q and denote by p the projection of Dm(R/K) onto F. 
If E is a separated R-module and if T: S + E is a K-derivation, then T 
induces an S-module homomorphism T*: D’(S/K) + E. Since E is an 
R-module, T* induces 1 @ T*: R as i?(S/K) 4 E. Define T’: R + E by 
T’=(l@T*)o(l@f)wj~p~~&. It is routine calculation to prove 
that T’ is a K derivation and that T = T’ 0 o. 
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